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Unit 13 Exit Test
Grammar
1 Complete the sentences with the 0-type, 1st-type, 2nd-type or 3rd-type conditional.
don’t sleep (not – sleep).
If I drink coffee in the evening, I __________
1 She ______________________ (not – be able) to save so much if she were unemployed.
2 Do you think that Terry ______________________ (be) happy if she marries Nigel?
3 Where would you put your rubbish if you ______________________ (not – have) a wheelie-bin in your
street?
4 The town council ______________________ (not – change) its mind if the locals hadn’t demonstrated.
5 If you ______________________ (help) your mother with the housework, you can go out earlier tonight!
6 If they ______________________ (offer) me a job in the environment, I’d accept immediately.
7 I’m sure Andrew will come to your party if you ______________________ (ask) him.
8 What ______________________ (you – write) if our teacher had given us an essay about the greenhouse
effect?
9 If my neighbour ______________________ (stop) making that noise, I would really appreciate it!
10 If you go out, ______________________ (get) some bread, please.
___ / 10

Vocabulary
2 Choose the correct option in each sentence.
C ?
Would you please take the empty jars to the bottle ___
A recycling
B basket
C bank

D box

1 Everybody should be educated on how not to ____ natural resources.
A save
B waste
C use
D recycle
2 Many factories still cause ____ by pouring chemicals into streams and rivers.
A pollution
B smog
C fumes
D global warming
3 If governments worked more on ____ energies, we might improve our planet.
A sustainable
B polluting
C alternative
D non-renewable
4 ____ are useful for killing insects, but they can also harm agricultural products.
A Fumes
B Gases
C Pesticides
D CFCs
5 ____ which live in the Arctic are not endangered but they are at risk.
A Whales
B Polar bears
C Dolphins
D Pandas
___ / 5

Functions
3 Complete the sentences with suitable words.
saves the environment from harmful emissions.
I have bought a new cordless mower which ______
1
2
3
4
5

Global ________________ has caused the Earth’s temperature to rise.
If you join a gym and exercise regularly, you ________________ weight.
You wouldn’t have ________________ that terrible mistake if you had listened to me.
We ________________ reduce the amount of traffic if we ride our bikes more often.
________________ you use paper bags if the shop gave them away to their customers?
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